Summer 2020

Charon s Obol

Much like the ancient Greek custom of
placing an obol (coin) in the mouth of
a dead person as payment to Charon
(ferryman to the underworld) for safe
passage across the river Styx, our central bankers are desperately trying to
gain safe passage to the other side of
the economic depression. Their obol is
in the form of interest rate control and
of money printing on an Olympian
scale.
While some of the media likes to
blame the covid-19 pandemic as
the cause of current economic problems, it wasn t. However, covid might
just be the pin that pricks history s
largest bubble. That bubble - in debt, in
stocks and in property - was created by
the world s central banks.
Low interest rates and debt have been
the dominant driving force of the
world s economy for over a decade.
Lower interest rates incentivize households, corporations and government to
borrow. The benefits are immediate as
economic recovery ensues but the real

cost of the debt is delayed. Unfortunately, a majority of the debt outstanding is unproductive, resulting in
declining long-run economic and
productivity growth rates.
The limits to the efficacy of these
policies are becoming evident. Each
dollar of debt drives less growth than
the prior dollar of debt, thus requiring even more debt. For example, in
1950s America it took $0.70 of debt
to drive $1.00 of economic growth.
Recently, it has taken nearly $4.00 of
debt to drive the same $1.00 of US
growth. (See chart this page)1

The US Federal Reserve, and other
central banks, can use monetary policy to either encourage longer-term
prosperity or shorter-term economic
activity. They have chosen the latter.
This decade-long credit-sourced expansion has artificially stimulated
borrowing and reduced investment
opportunities. Fewer investment opportunities have lead to widespread
corporate malinvestment, such as
share buybacks . Why borrow to

invest in productivity improvements
when borrowing for share buybacks
support market prices. Share buybacks, a major prop of the stock market over the past decade, are now
dropping sharply.
However, the American debt spree
continues to accelerate. Struggling
companies are taking on more debt
just to survive the economic downturn. Total non-financial debt rose
almost 12% in the first quarter; the
second quarter s rise will be much
higher. Since March, the Fed has
expanded its balance sheet by $3 trillion (see chart next page)2 while the
federal deficit is expected to top $4
trillion this fiscal year. Federal debt
is now $26 trillion, closing in on
120% of GDP.
As the ratio of debt-to-GDP increases, ever more debt is needed just to
maintain current economic activity.
For a Fed overly focussed on shorterterm economic activity, this strategy
has created a self-reinforcing predicament.
Surging debt levels means the Fed
will have to become even more creative and actively involved in managing interest rates. With Fed Funds
now at the zero bound, what else can
the Fed do to keep the debt pile
growing?
In a free market economy, the Fed
sets short term rates but can only
indirectly influence long-term rates.
Long-term rates, from two-years out
to thirty years maturities, are set in
the bond market. Those rates drive
borrowing and consumption.
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After dropping short term rates to zero
during the 2007-09 financial crisis, the
Fed introduced quantitative easing
(QE). QE allowed the Fed to purchase
bonds in an effort to lower interest
rates for longer-term maturities. During subsequent QE iterations, the Fed
was always restricted to buying only
Treasuries, mortgages and agency
bonds (all collateralised). In May of
this year, the Fed expanded its QE programme to include purchases of municipal bonds, corporate bonds and
even high-yield Exchange Traded
Funds (not necessarily collateralised).
With some of these purchases, the taxpayer is now on the hook for any losses.
Influencing rates and setting rates are
two different things. The question for
the Fed is, how to control interest rates
on longer-term securities?3
Prior QE programmes all ran systematically with a pre-determined amount of
bonds to purchase within a predetermined time period. Each programme
reduced the supply of Treasuries available and forced investors into riskier
assets such as high-yield bonds and
stocks. Surprisingly, with each QE iteration longer-term rates actually rose.
However, QE never allowed the Fed to
explicitly control the level of interest
rates. Until now.
The Fed is now investigating yield
curve control (YCC). YCC would allow the Fed to do unlimited amounts of
QE without any time constraints. Embedded in YCC is the specific goal of
controlling interest rates across the entire yield curve.

For example, assume the Fed set a
0.75% target yield on the 10-year U.S.
Treasury note. They can then employ
QE in any amount needed to buy 10year notes when the rate exceeds that
level. If successful, the rate would never exceed 0.75% as traders would learn
not to fight the Fed. 4
The Fed would like to characterise
YCC as another option for helping
them manage the American economy
through the current difficulties. However, YCC is actually an euphemism
for price controls.

Central bank strategy appears to be to
repeat the same policies, just a little
more intensely each time. And each
time they expect a different result.
Apart from default, it would appear
there are two other untried Fed strategies: negative interest rates and buying stocks. The BOJ is furthest down
this particular rabbit-hole. Their moribund economy has remained stuck in
a low-growth, deflationary grip since
the mid-1990s with no end in sight.

Price controls are government interference in a free market. Through regulation, prices are dictated for specified
goods and services. In this instance, it
is the most vital component of an economic system - the price of money.

In the meantime, there is still plenty
of bad covid-19 related news to come,
including elevated unemployment,
rising corporate defaults, and countless numbers of shuttered businesses.
Yet stocks are pricing in, not recovery, but an economic boom.

The Fed would not be breaking new
ground with YCC. In fact, they would
be resurrecting a previously used tactic, financial repression , from the
war years. From 1942 to 1950, the Fed
targeted rates to help manage the debt
from the second world war.5

Central bank interventions have led
investors into a false sense of security
with respect to the risks being undertaken. The central bankers have set
the markets up for a deepening of the
economic malaise as the liquidity is
going to the wrong places.

After the war ended, the repression
part started with inflation rising to double digits rates. Meanwhile, the Fed
kept interest rates artificially suppressed, well below the level of inflation. The result was a massive loss of
purchasing power by the bondholders.

The odds of miscalculation also increase with size of the debt. The
greater the debt, the slower the economic growth and the more fragile the
financial system becomes.

Other central banks have already embraced YCC. In 2016, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) set a 0% yield target on its
ten-year bonds. Currently, the Reserve
Bank of Australia is yield-targeting
0.25% on its three-year bonds.

A free market economy best drives
price discovery, allocation of goods
and services, innovation and even democracy. As we leave his model behind, the Ferryman take us towards
the far shore: state capitalism.
Charon s obol may prove costly indeed.
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